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An authority file alone or in conjunction wifh'the biblio-
graphic- file .is used as a means of validating the form o5 an
established heading,, a MWrCC of information -about related
references associated', ihh an established, heading, and AL
benchmark for establishin -' heading that is compakible with
the existing file.

The authority i used to'control'headings access
points common to many b liographic'records, including ,personal
names; corporate names, conference names, uniforin titles, series,
topical subjects, and geographic names. Depending on an
institution's functions and needs, the kinds of headings, under
authority control at the institution may vary. An extensive
tesearch collection may require control for all of these types of
headings while a smaller and simpler collection may need to
control only some of thethese headings.

,To date, the role of a cents l agency such as the Library
of Congress in the areapf authority control has, been primarily
as the creator and thedissemin for of authority data0%-The

0 printed lists, Libras of 2cngresn t of Headings an -Name
_Headings with References, havel,been made a ilable on a
subscription basis. The Library alSo began the digbribution of
subject authorities in machinereadable form and in microform
during the summer of 1976.-A project to input name authorities
in machine-readable form began early in 1977, and this file is
now being distributed by the Library's MARC Distribution Service.
This distObUtion of authority data combined with the widespread
use .of Library of Congress cataloging has caused the Libraryof
Congress authority lists to be the foundation of authority files
maintained by many libraries_

There is a growing realization that the authority file'is
the foundation or basic building block of the automated library

`systeM.. There is also a growing awareness of the difficulties
involved in the design of such systems where the various files
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Increasingly, attempts are being made to build these
multi-institbtional systems, usually on a regional basis, \in
order to share both documents and bibliographic records. As more
and more of these systems come into being; it becomes more urgent
that the concepts and design specifications for a multi-
collection system be developed and that the design incorporate.
the requirements of a national system.

Backgr and

Many advocate that centralized auther.ity files will solve
many of the problems of bibliographic control, on both the
national and international level. Cursory examination indicates,
however, that the design of such a .system is very 'complex dnd
many issues require careful' Investigation.

..,'

There has been limited activity in tthe implementation of
automated. authority control systems. Initial developments have
been concentrated in those -institutions concerned with producing
book catalogs, for example, the Washington State Library, New
York Public- Library, and commercial _firms. The importance of
rigorous authority control to a machine-based catalog has been
docuMented by S. M. Malanconico in "The Library Catalog in a

Computerized Enviromment."(1) Its role in'the creation of,book-
form catalogs will, without doubt, receive emphasis in the next
several..years as libraries begin to implement the revised Anglo-
Ameri:An CA,Al2ging,Rules, close their card catalogs, and produce
book -form catalogs by machine. Mae recently, -however, library'
systems have been designed to include the use of automated
authority files in tie cataloging. process as well as to produce
book-form catalogs.

The Library Congress Network .Development Office
originally submitted a proposal to the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) in July 1976 defininT
a project to determine- rthe role of authority files in they

lving national network and to establish requirement's for/S'hd
'produce-an overall design -for a national authority system. .The
scope of the project was such that after several discussions with
Commission staff, it was decided that a more effective apps ach

111
would be first to develop a methodology by which the tasks in the
original proposal could be carried out NCLIS funded _tis r
initial work (hereafter referred to as Phase I), and Edwin .



BuqyAnski of the Dicitieket'Li6rary'f Canada was asked to perfoim
tha'study'under the admiiniAcItiveand.technia41 direction of the
Library: of Congress Network Devklopmenti Office, To assist Mr.
auctiinski, as e,,, team. was estiblished consisting of
146diViduals familiar with'mechanLzed authority control systems.
The members of the evaluation team were Henriette D. 1vram,
Pamela Andre,. Lenore Maruyama, Josephine Pulsifer, and Lucia
Rather, Library of Congress; Clarice MacDonald, Boeing Computer
Services; S., MichaelimalinconiacwNew York Public Libraries; Ruth

National Commission on Libiaries and Information science;
and Siizadhe ftssonneau, Working Party" on Bibliographic Name
Authority Files. This group met three times to review drafts of
the study This docament represents Mr. Buchinski's final
Xeport.o.

!Althoxigh aa -relbognized that most components of" the
:urination community, for example- libraries, -publishers, and
tracting 'and'indexing services, require some use of authority
ormation,.,Aesigning an authority' :system to satisfy the
Ailrements of all -of :these services is very complicated. To
We the 'complexity somewhat, the Phase I work Concenttated on
ay aspects of bibliographic control in the-hope that work on

the problems of this type of information agency will:shed light
on the regolutiCm- of the problems of other components of the

' information: community, while, at-:the same time, advancing the
development of one highly important component of the "full
service network.." AS work proceeds, recommendations will be made
for jurther, studies. to solve the probleMs of the .broader
community.

During the conduct of Phase I and ensuing deliberationsheld by the evaluation team, it became increasingly clear that
the scope of the study was broader than the consideration of onlythe authority file and needed to be expanded to include
consideration of the bibliographic and location files. Thus, thenext phase of the work (Phase II, the carrying out of the tasks
isolated in this study) should really address the configurationof th'e national data base to include authority, bibliographic,
and location) files.

Shortly after work began on this study, the NetworkAdvisory Group (restructured in April 1977 as the Network
Advisory Committee) recommended in its report that several tasksbe carried out that would provide an initial blueprint for the
development of the library bibliographic component of theNational Library and Information Service Network.(2) It had
identified these tasks from tie results of a study by Lawrence P.
Buckland (3), from suggestions by experts in the field of,
bihliographic, control, and from requirements described as
urgently heeded by other network organizations. A subset of



these tasks was assigned to a network Coordinating agency or, in
the absence of that agency,'an interim agency, namely the Library,
of Congress Network Development Office. Two from this -subset
Address the authorities question and the configuration of the
national data base.

In order to proceed with the design and development of the
system configuration of the. library bibliographic component of
the network, the designers -require information on the
configuration of the national data base, that is, its logical and
physical components, the location of the files, etc. To know
these with any certainty, the inter- and infra- relationships of
the authority, bibliographic, and lOcation files must be
resolved. Thus results of the task!) identified in this report,
are essential to the detailed design and impleMentation of an
effective and efficient national library network data base, which
exhibits a high degree of bibliographic integiity.

A, basic requirement for the Orderly development of the
library bibliographic component and its associated national data
base is the inclusion of the Library of Congress authority filet.
Organizations are looking to the-Library of Congress as a major
component of the evolving national system, especially in'the area
of authority control. Therefore,'any Work performed that leada
toward the cooperativ,e building of machine-readable union
catalog must include the Library of Congress authority file,
requirements and 'must defihe the relationship between these`
requirements. and those of the natiOnai library network. In
addition, the -design must address the problems of a system in

,which decentralized:input to a network authority file(s) can be
permitted, while simultaneously maintaining high standards of
bibliographic control.

Organization

Each section of the report is deVeted to a single topic or
several subtopics addressing the probleMe needing investigation
and the tasks required to perform the investigations. The report
discusses,the rationales behind the tasks and the tasks themselves
as they were identified during the PhaSe' I effort. The nineteen
tasks divide roughly into the following three categories:

Background data - Tasks 1, 20 9, 10, 11

Network configuration - Tasks 6, 13

4, 15, 16, 17, 19

Part off' the effort involved in carrying mit these tasks
will be their integration into a coherent systems development

(-

Authority system design - Taa

- 4



effolit. The report. hae. thus net dwelt on interrelating the
recommended tasks. in addition, the report does not address many
f the economic isSO041 that must eventually be considered in

network plans. These initial considerations will take on
additional meahing a. they begin to relate to the efforts of
othergroups such as the Network Advisory Committee, Network
Technical Arctiitedture Group, the bibliographic utilities, and
the service centers. IthOugh it was recognized that in the.
final analysis, authority, bibliograPhic; and location. files must
be considered, the tasks' concentrate on authority and
bibliographic fil

CES

Henriette D. Avram.
Director, Network Development

. Office
Library of Congress

S. Miehael to nConic°, "The Library Catalog in a
iComputerized ronment," Wilson Library Bulletin 51
(September 1976); 53-64.

Library_of Congrea4 Network ,Advisory Group, '"Toward a
National Library and Information Service Network: The
Library.Bibliographic Component," ed. Henriette D. Avram
and ,Lenore p. K4ruyama (Washington, D.C. Library of
Congress, June 1977), pp. 21-26.

3 The Role of brie ,kibLax of Congress in the Evolving
National Network, a study commissioned by the Library of
Congress NetWork..0evelOpment Office and funded by the
National ComMission on Libraries and Information` Science,
prepared' under contract by Lawrence p.' Dockland and
William L. Basinaki, Inforonics,.Inc: (Washington, D.C.:

W Library of Congress, 1978).
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'Several of t<he terms giv n :below±have been Used. at
different times with a varier of defi. itions4 Others are
relatively hew. in the library co unity andythey are defined here
Is they are used 'in OAS paper. hese deZinitionq " a.re provided
to enable uniform interpretation of the-paper.

tL'Abbreviated search igx -- A search key made up of a,spebi
number,of initialcharaclers from data elements.

Authentica on denter gee Center of esPousibility.

ed

Author:1U file -- A, sett, of records that t ties the
established or authoritative forms for.headieg r Authority
files include cross references from variants to the preferred
form of headings,-links between-earl-ier and late forms et/
headings, links that relate broader and narrOwe subjects,
and information concerning the scope of e xn term's.
Authority files provide structures that may be used by files

/of bibliographic records. As a rule, headings within an
authority file are condistent and unique,swithia that. file..

Authority record -- A record of an individual
authority file. ft may include variant heading
references to and from a heading, catal
historibal information, and reference(s) to the
-heading.

ding in an
rms, cross
1n9 notes,
ce of a

Bibliographic data Data that facilitates access to and ol
of recorded information. Bibliographic data may corns of
descriptive,cataloging, authority, indexing, and abstr ing
information.

likL1211Egli!fi file A set of bibliographic reeOrcM )that
describe specific titles or works ,

Bibliographi6 record -- A collection of bibliographic fields
treated as one logical entity that describes a eAfic title
or work.

Bibliographic utility n organization that maintain. large.on
line. bibliographic daea bases, enabling it to offer Computer-
based support to any interested users, including national,
library network ' participants. A bibl`iogrnplai utility
maintains components of the national 14brary network data
Store and provides a standard interface through w service
centers and individual national library network participants
may gain access to the national network.

11



Catalog ''-- A et of bibliographic sec r n generally under control
of aut rity'.:filen that dd resources of a
collet ion, library, or network It is the istrament by
whic bibliographic control is maintained for a collsotion,
llbr ry, or network, and by %ditch the relationship between
individual bibliographic records can be. indicated)

s
Cataloging in Publication (CIP) A program,. in which, the Library

of Congresd.supplies abbrevkated.eAtaloging data, based on
b k galleys, to publiahers for inclusion i books when thfar

puhlished.

Ord -- A bibliographic secord that describes a
ecif c title or work pnd also relates his.description to

.related titles or works described in the catalog.

Centhr of r!fponsibil -- An -organ zation( with designated___.

responsibility for- 'establishing' and maintaining the
authoritative form of data, elements to be used within a
network

Center of !pe2ill!huthorization -- An organizatioh(a) other than
a center of lesponsibility, that is empowered to authenticate
specific data 'fields in -certain libliographie records.
Authentication by these centers of special'authorization 'can
be overridden by decisions of a center of responsibility.

"Co tentdebignation -- The means bY rah

readable records Are identified explic
h data in rmachine-
ly.

Cross reference entry -- An entry that directs a from a
variant forM'ol'a heading to the authoritative form
reference)' or from one authoritative form to another because

'.they are related ("see also" reference).

Heading ' -"The form of a name, subject, uniform title, aeries,.-
etc., used as an access point to-A bibliographic or authority'
.record. The totality of headings in an authority file is
indicative of the organization r-)f an entire cata0ag and the
rules used to structure it.

National library network data base A compatible set of
machine-readable files of bibliographic data .constructed
according' to network standards and designed to support
nationaltional library network services. Throughout this report,
the national library network data base is referred to as the
network'data base.

National library network data store -- The- aggregate of h ne-
readable files of -bibliographic data possessed by the



national library `ne °Lk' s participar_tS, kathough a g ioup of
records from one source may eichL bit attributes Of
consistency, coherence, and nonr dundancy these attributes
are not essential file characteris tics. The r ecord5 shcpul
however, all conform to broad natienal s tanc1at -ds such as ANSI
Z39.2-1971. (the format f or, t he r epr .esento.t On of
bibliographic information on magnetic tope). these.
receirds are trae fecred to national ibr ary netwrk data base

atus, it is expected that sortie nor -nal flzation to net-work
standard! will occur . Througout this r ePor:t, the national
library network data store r eferr ed to 0s the data stares.

National library network union gatalo. A -anion oatalc.g or 'set
of union catalogs separate union data slogsl may be neoessar
fOr \specif librar groups) derived Born t he national
library network data base. Entry points wiTLl tne standardized
by centers Of responsibility and r ecor:d ---eclundancy will be
minirki_recl. These uniofl catalogs rnay c-.7onte...In only sum-a-Liar Y
location data that paint to appropTia r-eg fioroal fifes for
detailed holdings information. Through0-.ot t.ilioc--; report, the
national library network union catalog f_s r eferr.ed to as the
network union catalog.

Network coordina 1122 a onto -- An agenoL/ ce ponsi.ble fo
coordinating the development of -the Jibt--ary c mponent of the
national library and information service netvorA. More
specifically at this time, it is t-esponE,ible for the
coordination of tasks outlined by the Net:wor k GrauV
as necessary for the network . The Lib racy of CongresS
Network Development Office serves as an i.nteJim, COO di natirig
agency.

ed search key -- A search key cot-, tr -weed by dr. oppi
punctuat ion and accent marks, co nvrti_ ncl to uppA ease,,
dropping multiple blanks, and -a ppencIL no h ash total. It
bears 'no logical relationship to the E ri9 form of, t1;10
heading.

uadraplariar: structure -- A form or da to rep in
bibliographic data and locations data eon ect,ed from more
than one institution are organized with minimal duplicatirlor:1
of data elements by distinguishing four L eve -;8 art types of
data planes: universal or system, molt L-1 ituiti4fIn or
collection, single institution, and copy. Dzata Exon-a

a record that are alike for all ins t utions in thw, Sys term
belong to the universal plane, those corivor-1only to subsets
of institutions are on ,,the multi-in ituti_on planes, and
likewise for the other levels. The concept was d-eVe loped at
the Unive y CbiC4
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service center -- An organization that serves as a broker or
distributor of gpmpUter-based bibliographic serVice6. A
service center gainsaccess to national library network
resources through, the facilities of a bibliographic utility.

u ion -- A term that is used to subdivide a subject
heading into Smaller components, generally used with
voluminous subjects.

ivekgAl subj.ect -- A subject heading consisting of a general term
,soch as "education" or scientific and technical terms, as
opposed to a name.

Urlform title -- The particular title by which a work that has
appeared under varying titles is to be identified for
cataloging purposes (a conventional or filing title); also
refers to titles created for anonymous works, radio and
television programs, motion pictures, composite manuscripts
01 manuscript groups, or treaties and intergovernmental,
agreements.

Union catalog -- A catalog that describes the contents of
physically separate libtary collections, indicating by means
of locations data the libraries in which a given item way be
fOlintd.

'Validation -- A machine or rndnual process in which the data and
the content designators of a record are matched against
standards and notification is given of any errors or
inconsistencies detected. Not only is the record itself
checked (verification) but it is also checked against
existing files. No data are changed during validation.

eat n A process in which a record is proofread
determine whether it is complete dnd error free.



I. TH2 LIBRARY CA TAI

b'ectives or F-n S of aC

The library catalog displays and organizes a Library's
holdings. There is still much validity to the description of the
basic functions of the catalog given by Cutter in his Rules for
a Dictionary c21,21 and substantially reiterated by the
Statement of Principles adopted at the International Conference
on Cataloging Prindiples, Paris, October 1961. 'The basic
functions of a satalog are:

"1) to

as
a)

b)

"2) to
a)

b)

c)

facilitate the 1
specified by:
its author and ti

on of. a particular publication

or
if the author is not named in the book,
alone, or
if author
cient for
for the title.

relate and display together h&
works.of a particular author
editions of a particular work
works on a particular subject" (1)

and title are inappropriate
identification, a suitable

or ins
bet

le

Among the methods e oyed to realize these objectives is
the formation of entry points according to standard rules. Since
a work is normally identified and cited by author and title, the
Angle- American Catalegina Rules (AACS) specify that a work be
entered under its author and title in the .library catalog.
Complications arise since the napes of authors aid the titles of
works are not constant. An author's. name may appear in different
forms in various works and every in different editions of. the *time
work, and a work may appear in its various editions' under
different titles. To resolve these difficulties the AACR
incorporated Lubetzky'S recommendation from his Code of
Cataloging Rules to regard a publication

as one of the editions of a
author, to be identified
catalog under a particular
namewith added entries
facilitate the location of t
other titles and the works i
the aethor."(2)

certain work by a certain
by and represented in the
title and a particular
or references used to
e editions issued under
sued under other names of



Descriptive cataloging:

7

Descriptive cataloging is the process of recording the
identifying features at a work in order to distinguish it from
and'show its relationship to other'works. Consistency in this
recording process is provided by the use of a cataloging code, a
set of rules that give instructions to help the catalogers!'
resolve, among others, the following problems:

a) Who arded as author a work?

b) By which name or form of name is the author to
identified in the catalog if the author has used
has had more than one name or more than One form
name?

c) Under which of its parts is a name to be entered in
the catalog when, for example, it includes a comp and
surname or a surname with a prefix or when a
Corporate name composed of hierarchically organ zed
parts?

d) How is a name to be distinguished from similar names
of other persons in the catalog?

By which title should a work be identified the
catalog if issued under more than one title?

Subjecteataloging:

oev Thesauri or subject lists differ from oatalogi in
that they prescribe a list of terms to be used in de ing the
subject of the work rather than give instructions fe choosing,
forming, and recording identifying data. The cataloger selects
the most appropriate terms, assisted by, scope notes in the
thesaurus or subject authority file and knowledge of the par-
ticular subject. Instructions concerning the qualification of
topical headings, by geographic, chronological, or form heddings
must frequently be interpreted A descriptor or subject heading
may need to be supplied by the catakoger when the subject term
authority lAcks. a particular term needed to describe a work.
Subject catalogers also usually follow the provisions of a
Cataloging code when creating headings for personal names,
corporate names, and titles of works that are the subject of the
item being cataloged.

Classification schemes, like subject headings, provide a
a particular subject. They alsomeans of relating w

1



provide a means of arranging items on a library shelf. Revisions
and updates o scheduleS such as the Library of Congress
classification schedules and the Dewey Decimal classification
occur on a fairly regular b If library catalogs were to be
pdated to conform with revisions to the schedules, such a policy
ould require relabelling the items themselves in addition to
updating the catalog. Such a procedure would impose a very large
finalcial burden on the institution while providing little or no
benefits ,to the 'catalog user; therefore, libraries as a rule do
not adjust their collections to confOrm with revisions to
classification schedules. This report does not -treat this type
of subject access in detail since it is not a major conside-ration
for the design of a national authority control system,

a Network Context

CataleigTeeerdee-eentributed--by individual-- libraries and--
consortia to a central union catalog would likely comprise
records created according to a number of diverse rules and
standards as well as variant interpretations of particular
cataloging codes. The difficulties encountered in assembling
these records into a single union catalog correspond directly to
the difficulties of rationalizing or accommodating the multiple
rules and standards themselves into'a single code.

The leis Statement of Principles has served as the basis
of many rot al catalcging codes. The prieeiples "apply only to
the choice and form of entry of headings and entry words ... in
catalogs of printed books in which entrieS under authors' names
and, where ,these are inappropriate or insufficient, under the
titles of works are combined n one alphabetical sequence. "(3)

Since these principles were drafted or the benefit of general
libraries, some smaller' libraries and specialized collections may
decide not to follow all of these principles or to ignore then
entirely. In the network context, this lack Of adherence to a
uniform standard will 'compromise the ability to identify records
for the same items when the individual library records are
assembled into a single union catalog. The 'Bare situation exists
with respect to subject entries, an has been noted by Martin:

P

"LibrarLes with in-depth collections in narrow
subject areas are unlikely to adhere to the
'conventional' standards such as LC subject headings
or , Dewey Decimal classification. Out of necessity,
these, libraries have adopted special subject-oriented
methods of storing and describing their collections.
Some of these methods are employed by many libraries
within a, subject area, such as the Harvard Yen-Ching
classification system for Oriental collections. In
most cases, howeverr, the individual library has

Rey



created its own approach.. If= such libraries join

libra,Cy networks, 'their cataloging and classification
practices may have to be accommodated. The subject

headings used by special collections are non-standard
for legitimate reasons, but incorporation cif a variety
of practices into a single. System requires careful
planning to allow efficient and economical use of the
system."(4)

Mils, while the basic principles or catalog construction
Might be widely accepted in libraries in the United States, they
may fall into separate groupings based on common needs and
practices. According to Martin:

"In 1916, most of the-formal-cooPeration among--
libraries in the United 'States was occurring on' a
type 7of-library _basis, _Consortia could_be_descrlbed
as academic library consortia or public library
consortia, for ,instance. Some cooperation between
different categories was occurring in the larger

gional,computer-assisted networks such as NELIMEr or
INET, but a cursory glance at existing cooperative
uOtures shows that libraries tend to associate with

similar libraries.'! (5)

Since some libraries will be working cooperatively on the

basis of library type, they will probably want different services
from a: national bibliographic system. A study should be
undertaken to determine the number of discrete types of libraries.
that may actually exist, the authority re44irementa that are
unique to each type of library, and the service implications that
these requirements have for a national authority control system.

TASK 1
I

A study should be made tc determine the number of
discrete library rules and standards in use in

libraries in the United States and the extenpia-to which
these rules and standards have to be accommodated in
the national library network authority file(s) and
system(s).

A questionnaire should be devised to gather i,ntp ation
concerning the cataloging codes an practices, subject e gs,
and classification schemes that are-being used by library
such as the medic-1 libraries or agricultural -libraries,
associations can serve a0 a sgurce for selecting a

,--
ingtiWtions deemed representative. An attempt should also b
made -Eo determine e h institution's masons for following a

specific set of rules h as AACR, Library of CongreSs Subject1_
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gtAslag! (2igg) and Medical. Subject. Headiness (MESH) . Results
OhOUld be analyzed to determine the number of discrete variances
that Will. (teed t;o be supported in the national library network.
Sinilar work performed by the Research Libraries Group" may
provide.useful additienal information. A
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II. THE AUTHORITY FILE

The primary purpose of an authority fife is to accomplish
the collocation function Of the catalog, that is, to enable the
catalog to relate and display together works by the same author,
on the same subject, and in various editions. k record of the
preferred form of name title, or subject t- :Tonder which
works will be listed is retained in the authe ,file. In
addition to rIcording the various forms of names th-4 have been

4,__

established in the catalog along with their related references,
the authori file may also contain citations to the
bibliographic sources and source information used in determining
the form of a heading or its:references, history notes, and other
information useful in identifying or applying the heading.

i

The form of the heading selected as the preferred- or
ablished form in a given library catalog is determined by the
erplay of one or more of the follow factors:

1) the cataloging riles and guidelines ubed to
the form of the heading,

ormulate

2) the publication being cataloged for which the heading
is first established,

the reference sou
establishes the p

ces available to the individual who
-ticnlar heading, -

the existkpg flle pf established headings into which
the new heading is incorporated,

5) the individual who interprets the rules.

These determinants of the forms that are selected for
headings can be controlled fairly satisfactorily in a given
library since the catalogers creating = the headings Aace in a
single physical location. is generally accePii4,ThoweV&,
that effective control of a catalog is directly related to its
size. It followS that building a network union catalog in a
cooperative mode will pose great problems because the-individuals
creating and using the headings will be geographically dispersed
and the union catalog will be larger than any single library
catalog. Some of the problens relating to file size in a network
context are discussed in section VI of this paper.

ti

According to Rather, headings recorded in an authority
file support one or more of the following uses:

"1) a means of verifying the form Hof an 'established
heading,'
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n2) a source of information about see and see also
references associated with an 'established heading,'

"3) a benchmark f establishing a new heading whiCh is

compatible with the existing file. "(l)

,These applications of the authority file help ensure that the
library catalog has an orderly and Systematic arrangement and
that the functions of the catalog are fulfilled.

expected .that: individual libraries would make
ilar use of an authority record service emanating from a

central source. It is'difficult to assess these uses of a name
authority service because there has been no bibliographic service
devoted, solely to the distribution of name authority records.
Before 1974, many 'libraries relied on t R National union catal_
published by the Library of Congress as .e chief source of ri e
authority information. Since then they dbrary of Congress has
started distributing name authority record- in the publication
Name headings with References. While editions of Li ary of
Con s Subject Headings have. been published since 1924, duringSubject
the lager half of 1976 it was expanded to include headings for
subjects that had previoubly been excluded from the printed
version. In -ddition to expanding coverage, microform and
machine -re e versions were made available as alternatives to
he tr anal printed form. lata on the use of these services,

various distribution' formats, by individual libraries
sh be gathered to assist in the design of the network
authority file. The extent of use of the National Union Catalog
and the Library of Congress Subject Catalog should also be

(determined.

TASK 2

A study should be made to determine the _Use of
authority files by individual institutions and the
sources from which these files are derived. In
particular, the study should determine the uses that

_!4ndividual'' libraries make of Name Heasilag2 with
References and of Library of Congress Subject
Headings, in its various tormats, and the strengths'
and weaknesses of each service and its format(s). The
use of the National Union Catalog and the Subject
Catalog as a source of authority information should
also be determined.

A questionnaire should be devised and sent to samples of

subscribers to Library of Congress Subject Readings and Name
Headings with References to,determine how libraries use these
services for verifying, cross-referencing, establishing new

-16 -
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headings, and maintaining their authority files. Experience -
perceived strengths and weaknesses of these services in the
Machinereadable, hard copy, and microform formats should be
elicited. The survey should also include institutions and
networks which have not used these services to'date.in" order to
determine their practices with respect to establishing authority
files. The questionnaire should be designed to obtain
information on the use that is made of the National Union Cara
and the Sub ect Catalog as a source of authority information.

.The survey should include representative's from library groups
that are devoted to special subjects or user populations, such as
the agricultural,, medical, research, public, and acadertie library
communities. The institutions may be surveyed by mail and
telephone, with a small number being visited for indepth
interviews. A

E

John Carson Rather, "Thoughts About a National Name
Authority File," working paper presented to phe Working
Party 04 Bibliographic Name Authority Files, 1476.



NATIONAL LIBRARY NETWORK PARTICIPANTS

7
The national library network cannot be defined

independently of the bibliographic products and services
currently being provided by the various libraries and library
services organizations. A national library network will become
a reality once these libraries and bibliographic organizations
have been brought together by a sophisticated system of

well. - defined network' standards.i

communications that e

j

ables its members to create, utilize, and
disseminate products ccOrding to wel
A project to creme the physical linking capability has been
begun by the _Network Technical ArOhil7ecture Group, a group
created for that purpose by the NetworK Advisory Group.

It i.s thus important to begi
the national library network and to
components, in order to create a
problem of authorities which should p
logical linking of the various ser
that consensus on the issue is diff
purposes of this studytlle_
consist of: a) a network coordinatin
utilities, c) service centers,
acknowledgment among members of the Network Advisory Group (2)
and other network planning groups (3) that the national library
network environment, may be roughly divided into these components,
whose names indicate the, functions that each component would
perform within the network. Individual institutions or consortia
may also fulfill more than one group of functions and therefore
represent more than one component within the

n etwork.

to define the components of
dentify the functions of
framework for examining the
y a

ices.

cult

large role in the
Although recognizing
o obtain, for the

oMponents will be deemed to
agency, b) bibliographic

and d) libraries. There is

Network Coordinating Agency

The Network Advisory Group
network coordinating agency and
Congress Network Development Office se

gn,ized the need for a
that the Library of
that capacity in the

interim. It assigned to the network coordinating agency.
coordination responsibilities for four tasks, one of which is to
determine the role of authority files in a nationwide network.
The other three tasks will influence the definition of that role,
therefore decisions made in the other areas must be monitored as
work proceeds.

TASK 3

The tasks ascribed by the Network Advisory Group to a
network coordinating agency, namely, 1) design the
technical network configuration, 2) determine the
legal and organizational structure of the library
bibliographic component, and 3) specify the
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ati

analyzed for their implications for the design
national library network authority file.

e national data base(s), ould be
of the

In addition to the functions described above, the network
coordinating agency should be expected to assume responsibilities
directly associated with the network union catalog and the
national library network authority file. The following functions
were recommended by the Phase 1 evaluation team as additional
responsibilities of the network coordinating'agency: 1) maintain
network files, 2) monitor the authentication and validation of
contributed records, 3) provide access to network files, and 4)
in cooperation with_the (J.S. library community, maintain the
codes and standards developed for the network.

The Net
the Library of Con
network node.(4) T
implementing the hard
as a node, making av_
ses, determining a

erviceS, designing
making international
Most pertinent to th
designing and impleme
retrieval or Suer

bibliographic, aut ity
this on-line authority
and functions assigned by
library of Congress Ne

network coordinating agerw

Advisory Group also defined eight tasks ttat
ssaaperatiObal units should perform as a
ese include such activities as designing and
are configuration it will need to operate
able appropriate Library of Congress data

structure for its products and
pdementing remote entry systems, and

de available through the network.
port, this list of tasks also includes

an on-line authority file and a
em to provide on-line access to
holdings records. The design of

should be coordinated with the tasks
Network Advisory Group to the ,

Development office as, the interim
for the national library network.

Utilities

In the context of
a facility serving a

is report, a bibliographic utility is
beet of the national library network's

participants. It woOld maintain; 1) components of the national
library network data store, 2) ensure network standards, and 3)
provide a standard interface to the network. Standard interface
includes both communications protocol and bibliographic codes;
for example, a bibliographic utility should provide the
translation vehicle betWeen network tandard bibliographic
practices and local practices.

Bibliographic utilities provide mechanical links
between local variants bibliographic records end their
authoritative analogs in the network union catalog. If a
bibliographic utility maintained its participanta' authority
files, data could be ,validated key the utility before they are
submitted tothe network union catalog. This would also provide
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a channel whereby changes made to the network union catalog could
be communicated to local Catalogs: The linking of ,these'
authority file leVels would assist in the translation of local
records to the corresponding records in th4 network union
catalog.

Bibliographic utilities could maintain the
physical locations of materials so that holdings data
network union catalog might be references to unlit
utilities named would then provide a more specific locat

-vice Cente S

A service center is defined here as
provides products or services to a subset of the na
network's participants. It would utilize the face
or more bibliographic utilities in order to gain
national library network's resources.

led
the

The
ns,

ility that
nak library
ties of one

to the

A service center could be concerned with the 'zing
products and services from the resources available the
national network, for example, producing book catalogs or card
sets from the data obtained from one or more utilities,
maintainingthe interlibrary loan fadilities within a region, and
directing interlibrary loan reqUests to other regions via the
facilities of bibliographic utilities. A service center would
also be responsible for contractual arrangements aadyt.he training
required for its membership.

The major difference between a service center and a
bibliographic utility would be that a service center would not
contribute directly to the -nationil library network data base
since the machine- readaJle records its members produce would be
input to the bibliographic utility facility. While the ultimate
responsibility for ensuring conformity to network standards must
fall on utilities working in concert with the network
coordinating agency, additional responsibility fpr bibliographic
standards may be assumed by the service centers.

Libraries

The library component consists of various groupings of
libraries, such as medical libraries, law libraries, public
libraries, research libraries, and academic libraries. Each of_
these groups could make special demands on the netwtork authority
system. Clientele of individual libraries should be able to
access the network resources with descriptors employed by groups
of libraries other than those used by the library that the
particular library patron is using. A physician, for example,
should be able to query the network resources using terms from
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the - Medical Subject Headins through a terminal located at the
nearby branch of the public library.
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IV. NATIONAL LIBRARY NETWORK RESOURCES

Three Useful categories. f bibliographic resources may be
conceptualized given the national library network participants
outlined in the previo* Aection: a) local' library catalog
records not represented,inmachine-readable 'form, b) the national
library network data store, and c) the national library network
data; base which includes the . national library network union
catalog(s). Each.' resource will represent `a diff8rent levelNof
conformity with network- standards and therefore interact in
specifiC way with the national library network authority file.
While it will be convenient, to refer to these resources as single
entities in the following discussion, the actual configuiation of
each resource remains to be studied. The problems of
centraliation and decentralization and of the distribution of
data:elements are the concern of several tasks recommended in
this report.

National-Librar- Network Data Store

The national library network data store is the aggregate
of machine-readable files of bibliographicJiata possessed by the
network's ,participants.' Although particular collections of
records from any one source may exhibit consistency_ and
nonredundancy, these attributes are not essential file
characteristics.

The data store is only one component of the larger
national library and information service network data store, (see
Figure 1), Since the former only contains records produced by the
library sector of the information community, thereby excluding
thee records produced by groups such as the abstracting and
indexing agencies. The data store provides the raw data from
which the network data base is _bent. It should' be more
comprehensive than the network, data bake since it should contaih
unmodified records produced outside of the United States.

' The data, store records should corifor 'to broad national
standards, such as the format for the , epresentatidn of .

bibliographic information on magnetic tape (ANSI Z39.2-1971) :
The individual institutions creating the records might exercise
considerable latitude in implementing accepted standards or
guidelines. It is expected that the network coordinating agency,
in'conjunction with centers of responsibility and bibliographic
utilities, would, normalize the records-according,to the network
standards as they are transferred from data store file status to
the network data base file 'status. The requirements with respect
to conformance to standards and validation piccedures would be
progressively greater as a record passed from the data store to



Figure 1

National Data 'Base

Aalogs

National Library and Information
Service Network Data Store
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the network data base and then finally became fully integrated'
into the network union catalog.- The processing might also
consist of different mixes of mechanical and mapualintervention

iInternational records would require .special prodessing to
ensUre that they could be accessed by and communicated to members
of ,the network. The content. of the data store would be expanded.
as international programs of record exchange suc h as'those
envisaged under ,Universal,!* RibliogrAphic Control are
implemented.(1) International:adoption of UNIMARC,.the proposed
international MARC format, would minimize the effort required to
normalize records 'from, international sources to the national
format.-

An authority'system can be devised to link heading8' used
in records in the*network data store with headings that are
created according to network standards. While no attempt should
be made to provide links to all headirigs in the data store, it
would be ubeful to determine which categories of headings can be
expected to appear frequently enough in records transferred,from
the data store to the network data base to justify .their
incorOoration as related forms into the network authority file.

-TASK 4

A study should be made of the methods 'by which the
national library network could provide access to the
records that comprise the national library network
data store and of methods for selecting records from
the data store to be upgraded to network data 'base
status. The categories of headings in records in this
file that might usefully be incorporated into the
national.library network authority file should be
determined. The economics of building the indexes to
access the data store and of transferring records from
the data store to the network data base should be
considered.

To accomplish- this task it is. necessary to develop methods
to access. these records'and to explore methods for idehtifying
records potential'iy of high utility to the network participants.
The coverage"and details concerning standards and formats of
records in the data store may.lbe determined. by studying
documentation provided 4.ey the agencies creating the'respective
MARC records. Individlial'headings, as well as the stihdarda by
which they are produced, should be examined to 'assess the
potential utility of these headings. Results of the analyses
conducted in Task 10 and Task 11 should also be reviewed.
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Access'points of the greater potential use to _he network
, participants. should be identified and'their Characteristics
analyzed. These results should be considered in conjunction with
the access points.established for the network union catalof. A
Common access_ mechanism should be devised to access records in
both ihe irtwork'finion catalog and the network data store, if
possible.

The analysis of characterist cs of non-Library of Congreas
records contributed to the National Union Catalog, Task 7, should
provide valuable data for this study and shed light on the
possibilities, of identifying records in the data store that are

' potentially of high utility to the network participants. If
characteristics of potentially useful records can ber determined,
then an attempt should, be made. to develop an algorithm for

fselecting these reCords from the data store.

Analytical techniques should be used to determine the
economics of converting records to the network data base
standards using several possible alternative methods, for
example, format recognition, format recognition with automated
'authority file interface, or human editing. The 'technique to be
employed may be dependent on the source of the record,

National Librar NetwOrk Data, ase

The national ltbrary -network data base would ,be a
consistent, logically nonreduridant set of data files constructed
according to network standards and designed t support the
network services.

It will consist of the authenticated records that are a
subset of the network data store and associated-indexes to these,
records. The ndtwork data base will be composed of logical'
subsets which include the national library network union
catalog(s) and the authority files developed to maintain the
integrity of the network data base. In-process data such as
Cataloging in Publication (CI ?),_ descriptive cataloging and
authority data that is transient in nature(2) will also form part
of the network data bash.

Consideration should be given to structuring the network
data base according to the data base 'concept developed at the
university of Chicago called the "quadraplanar data
structure."(3) This concept of file organization has since been
elabarated on and irtiplemented by the Washington Library Network.
It enables network members certain freedoms to select, and specify,
local catalog organizational elements while simultaneously
imposing a large degree of uniformity on network data.(4)
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The quadraplanar data structure should be examined
carefully because it differs from the traditional concept of
organization of bibliographic records. This data, base

'''

management-oriented concept of "record" has implications' or the
*location of various types of data elements withirOa networ . The'
Washington Library Network data base design suggests that
institution specific and copy specific information should be
maintained.'sat a relatively local level. It also .could have
implications for the division of responsibilities among the
component members of the network and,. in particular, the
interrelationships_among centers of responsibility.

TASK. 5

The quadraplanar data structure, developed :at the
University of Chicago - and implemented by 'the
Washington Library, Network, should be .carefully
evaluated as a data base design model for 'a

centralized or a distributed national library network
data base.

Models should be developed of the network data base
organized according to'quadraplanar data structure. A simulation
of the quadraplanar data structure in a network' data base
environment, should be undertaken to determine its effect on
system performance, especially as the number of authority systems
that must be supported increases. These results should be
analyzed to determine how the network data base' can be
dibtributed. The model should also be used to test whether the
national library network should consist of all libraries linked
into a single system or whether each library group, such as the
agricultural, medical, public, and research libraries, should
have its own separate. network.

National "Libras Network Union Cate

The national library /network union catalog would be a
standardized catalog of the titles submitted by the network
participants. It is possible that the network will require more
than one'uniorrcatalog, wirth each union catalog being specific to
a pistinet library group; however, all of these individual union
catalogs would still be part of tie network-data' base, and record
redundancy among them would be minimized by the data structure
employed. The network data base would have headings. normalized
according to more than one standard, for example, Library of
Congress Subjectjleadings and Medical Subject Headings, while
each network union catalog would follow only one standard for
each type of heading as is currently being done in the National
Union Catal



Each network union catalog would have designated centers
of, responsibility that would control particular systems of
headings and assist participants in uniform interpretatibn of the,
network standards. It is assumed that these centers would
authenticate headings with respect to the network authority file
rather than on the basis oftheir particular collections, since
the records in the union catalog would include titles that are
not part of the center's collection. The concept of ,a enter of
special authorization might be utilized to control special 'data,
elements. Centers of excellence which provide authoritative
records in special 'areas may combine that role with
authentication responsibilities.

The maintenance of consistency and file integrity in the
union catalogs could be4assisted,5y automated authority controls
capable of performing various type's of checking routines such as,
those developed by the New York public Library.(5) Additional
features to permit linking the authority files' of the different
library groups and to support an international interface might be
provideethr ugh an authority system facility similar to that of
the Nati,pnal ibrary of Canada%(6, 7)

The network union -catalog data could be stored in a
decentralized mode, yet appear centralized to each user accessing
the network resource through a telecommunications 'facility with
adequate message-switching capability. Decentralization would
require sophisticated facilities to ensure consistency of the
aggregate network union catalog. With a distributed data base
design, extensive data redundancy' checks would be necessary.
There would be<trade-offs in ..communication costs, storage costs,
and software and hardware requirements between a distributed data
base design and a centralized data base design-.

TASK 6

---Detertine the trade-offs in communications costs,
storage costs, accessibility to data, software and
hardware requirements, dtO., implied by a distributed
data base design versus a centralized data base design,
for the national library network union catalog.

Commercially available 'facilities should. be used to
determine the communications cost traddoffs that are implied by
the central versus the distributed configuration. Storage costs,
accessibility to data, and software considerations shouldbe
explored on a theoretical basis, and narratives with some
estimate cif costs, as appropriate, should be developed.

Inpu
Recce

to the network union catalog would be decentralized.
ht be- .contributed4n an -on-line mode with appropriate



review, or they might be contributed on -magnetic tape and
reviewed .jn a manner similar to that of the COMARC project.(8)
Machine-Teadable 'records would include non-Library of Congress
cataloging., Some accoadion reports would probably continue to be
made , 9n cards-as are in current reporting to the National Union
Catalog. Reasonable estimates should be made of the relative
number of accessions to be reported tothe network union catalog
,via on-line communication' magnetic tape, antic hard copy.
Analyses would-be needed of the work''required to,Incorporate hard
copy contributionti and of the agencies that should carry out this
batik. The implications that the volume of reports contributed
and the mode of submittal could have on the network authority
file system design should be considered:

TASK 7

A .study should be made of the efforts currently being
exerted to integrate reports into the National Union
Catalog- to determine how these can be facilitated by
an automated authority control system. The number of
reports' currently contributed should be used to
project the number of potential report to the
national library network union catalog.

An appropriate random sampling technique should be devised
to project the volume .of reports, language and country of
publication of the items reported, and- mode of reporting (for

/example, on-A.ine or magnetic tape). The National Union Catalog,
FtsILcs. of Additional Locations, and COMARC reports should be
analyzed for 1) the, completeness of the records, 2) coverage, and
3) related 'difficulties which might be encountered in future
network reporting. Analyses` already' performed on COMARC data
during, the COMir Pilot Pr 'ect should be used as input to this
task as well as any finding reported in the Butler study.(9)

Report's to the National Union Catalog that lack Library of
Congress, catalog cdpy -should be examined for the distribution of
imprint dates; National Union Catalog reports and previous
editions of the National. Union Catalog may be analyzed to
determine the chronological distribution of the creation of
cataloging data by reporting libraries and the Library of
Congress and the differences in the cataloging data when the
Library of Congress copy replaces the contributed copy.

r,

The files maintained by the Catalog Publication Division
of the Processing Department at the Library of Congress could be
analyzed to determine the kinds of editing that are presently
carried out on repor s to the National Union Catal. Staff

%.,.kinterviews should be con cted and the professional literature
should be consulted to determine the difficulties that are
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encountered in editing reports and the poanibilitien for
utilizing the future network authority file to assist in this
work. The tasks involved in the validation process, should be
docUmented and Used as the basis for determining whether the
tasks could be distributed through the nodes-of t-he network.

Local Library Catalog Recordn Not in Machine- Readable Form

A-. study should' be made to determine '' whether only
prospective cataloging should be reported to the network union
catalog and to ess the effect that this policy might have on
the network dat base design and on plans for retrospective
conversion of exist ng local library catalogs.

TASK 8

, Determine the consequences from the laCk of both
bibliOgraphic records and location data -' of
representing only prospective cataloging in the
national library 'network union catalog,,, and assess.the
effeOt that such p'policy might.haimOn the national
librarynetworkdata,base design and on plans. for
retrospective conversion of existing library catalogs.

The libraries surveyed about the use of an authority file,
Task 2, should also be asked about their plans for converting and
closing their catalogs. The results of the survey should be
analyzed to determine: a) the potential difficulties' in adding
retrospective, cataloging data; the negative elffects and
difficulties of incorporating headings established according tp
earlier catalbging codes, and the potential of the automated
authority system. to assist libraries in adjusting .headings
created according to older standards to those employed in the
'network union catalog; and b) the potential disadvantages of not
including - retrospective cataloging, the' negative effect of the
lack of bibliographic data to which location data for older
materials can be assigned, and the negative effects on public
service and other library functions. .
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AUTHORITIES A IAT

Authorities: A MARC Format has been issued . in a
preliminary edition.(].) While it was intended to provide the
structure for all tYpes of authorities, that is, names, subjects,
and series, the portion applicable to series authority records
has yet.to be fully defined.

A crucial, question in the extension of the authority
format to series is whether series authority information is more
adequately conveyed through a bibliographic record that describes
the series as a serial open entry or whether the record for the
series should conform with the authority record structure. If
the latter option is followed, the series authority format woUld
need to accommodate information on frequency, source, library
classification practice, etc.--fields typically associated with
bibliographic ecords. Alternatively, if series authority
control data is to be communicated through the bibliographic
record for a series, hen new codes and subfields may have to be
added to provide -status information fri each field of the
bibliographic record--codes and subfields typi&ally associated
with authority records.

TASK 9

Further work must be undertaken by the Library of
Congress to accommodate series in either the biblio
graphic format or the authorities format.

The Library of Congress staff needs to complete the
analysis of series:authority 'record requirements ancLto deterMine
if these should be incorporated into, the 'authorities, Or' the
serials formats,

REFERENCE

'United States, Library of Congress, MARC Development
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VI. TIlE NATIONAL LIBRARY N WORK AUTHORITY FILE.

The nature, content, and structure of the national library,
network.authority file will be influenced by the characteristics
of the emerging national library'network. It is assumed that the
factors which determine the form of a heading that is selected to
be the established form in an individual library catalog are also
valid in a national network context. The ability to control
theSe factors will significantly influence the contents of the
network authority.` file. The types access that.individual
institutions have to this'file will influence the ease with, which
these factors are controlled and the effort required to
incorporate indfvidual records into the network union catalog.
These factors that determine the form of a heading are considered
within the network context in the following paragraphs.

ata Rule- aria uidelines uSed to Form in 's

The particular set of..-rules used in ,establishing each
network authority bmading.shduld be explicitly identified it the
authority record, to facilitate machine manipulation of the
Authority file. As the number of cataloging codes and subject
heading schemes to be supported by the network increases, it will
become progresSively more difficult to diffPrenti'ate each set and
to codify its relationship with another set. For this .reason,
thp number of standards used in the network-pught to be kept to
the-essential minimum.

pest iptive cataloging;

It is expected that the second edition of the Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules (AACR.2) will be published in 1978 and
that it will be:adopted in Australia, Canada, Great Britain, and
the United States in 1990. RepresentatiVes from the Library: of
Congress and each of ee'otheT countries met on November 8-9,
1976, and discussed implementation strategies for the new
cone..(1) Two of the objectives of these', meetings were to
identify possible differences in the application of AACR 2 by
these libraries and to work out ways to minimize the 'differences-
So that the interchange and effective use of -.MARC records-
Produced by these libraries ,could befaailitated. As an initial
project in this effort, the Library of Congress has undertaken an
analysis of a sample of_AuStralian,7 British, and Canadian MARC
records for works that the Library of-Congress has recently
cataloged, comparing them with the entries in the Australian
National Bibliography, the British National Bibliography, and
.Canadiana to determine: 1) differences in choice of main entry
headings; 2) differences in total name access points; and 3)
differences in forms of headings for personal names, corporate
names, and:uniform titles.



An attempt will be made to assess why differences exist
and whether these differences, will continue under AACR 2. A
deteimination will be made of-the effect upon the Library of
Congress catalogs of accepting headings established _according to
AACR 2 rule options not selected by the Library of COngress. It
is expected that the national libraries of Australia, Canada, and
Great Britain will undertake similar studies.

Various divisions f the American Library As ociation and
the'library organizaiiohs in Canada and Great Britain reviewedthe new code in the spring of 1977 to determine whether the
Objectives set forth for the code revisionhad been met.
Considerable information will likely be generated before the
implementation of AACR_2 in 1980 an library associations and
individual libraries investigate the impact of the new, code 06
individual library catalogs and its implications Or" authority
files. The results of studies made by the Library of Congress-and the national libraries of Australia, Canada, and Great
Britain concerning cooperative implementation of AACR 2 should be
available soon and will provide considerable insight oh, the
prospects of developing AUidelines for interpreting AACR 2 as an
instrument for the creation of headings that can be used without
conflict in a cooperative network.

TAsR 10

Differences in the application, interp etation, etc.,
of AACR 2 should be analyzed to determine which
problems can be eliminated by common agreements on
rule interpretation, uniform choice of AACR 2 rule
options, and authority file and system override of
variant headings. The results of this analysis should
be used in the design of the national library network
data bane.

Subject analysis:

While there are well-defined codes of'principles to assist
librarians 'in establishing name, uniform title, and series
headings, there is no similar code for subject headings. The
Principles developed by Hayki (2) provided the basic 'guidelinesin the evolution of the brary of Congress subject headings
which have become an authority file for establishing subjectheadings. The introduction to the eighth edition of Library of
Congress Subject Headings indicates that the Library of Congressis working on s more comprehensive usage guide that will make it
feasible in the future to produce a less exhaustive listing of'headings by providing more specific guidelines for the creationof subject headings.



An agreement concluded recently between.. the Library of
Congress and the National Library cif Canada (3) should lead to
the further development ofLibrary of Congress subject headings
and they exploration of difficulties of creating and using'them in
a network context. Under this agreemen, all new topical subject
'headings 'created by the National Library of Canada that are not
Specifically related to the -Canadian cultural and historical
context will be Submitted to the Library of Congress fdr possible
incorporation in Library of Corj Agtject headings. Discrete
identifiers used to indicate,Library of Congress and non-
LibrarTof Congress headings, and guidelies will 'be developed
for differentiating' these categories. This project should
provide vu-able information regarding difficUlties that may be
encounterid'and principles and guidelines that may be required to
create subject headings in a cooperative mode.

TASK 11

The- difficulties in defining and coding headings that
may or may not conform with the'guidelines established
for Library of Eavisgsi stLtisst itacalls should be
analyzed for their implications for decentralized
input to a network authority file where consistency
must be 'maintained. General guidelines .should be
developed for creating and -applying Library of
Congress subject headings in a network context.
Existing-capabilities for identifying Library of
Congress subject headings and other system headings
should be evaluated and extended, if necessary,
in the MARC authorities.. format, and in MARC biblio-,
graphic records.

The results of the agreements between the Library of
Congress and the National Library of Canada concerning Library of
Congress' subject headings will provide considerable,input for
this task. In addition, a pilot project should be conducted by
the. Library of Congress to determine the difficulties in coding
and defining subject headings created by other institutions. The
pilotproject should consider permitting flexibility- in decisions
concerning headings and coding in order to avoid massive updates
of existing files.;

Publications for Which leadins Are First Established

The characteristics of the publication that cdtese a
heading to be established can influence the name form- that
becomes the established form.' To illustrate, for noes in
nonroman alphabets, Anglo-American c4722,0222 Rules provides' the,
option of- systematic romanization (converting the name heading
according to a transcription table) or conventional romanization



(using thed romanized form .._of the name that appears on the
translated version). 'Thus, the choice of the ,establiShed form of
'name could bedeter4fted by' whether the item being cataloged is
the original,publiCatiort' or a translation of the original.

-Reference S ources AvailAble when Headi hed

The cpality andquantity of reference sources available to
the individual participan will vary.' it may be necesSary to
,develop a reference tool', list that would be an appropriate common
,denominator for the network. Alternatively, centers Of
excellence or,,,reepOnsibility-Might concentrate on the validation
of data for publications in specified subjeet areas for which
only particular reference sources would be essential.

'Exintin. File pf Establiabed Headi

, The headings that are included in the network authority
file will be determined by the bibliographic records that are
contributed to the network union catalog. Thus, definitions' of
the Content and scope ofLthis -union catalog are essential to-,; the
establishment of the content and scope of the network authority
file. In this respect, policy being considered by the-Library of
Congress may be influential: .

When the automated syhem has proven to meet the
Library's, needs,. new" cards will:Ai° ;longer be added.
to the Main and Official Catalogs .... Eventually:
it is planned that the 'manual catalogs will, be
published in. book or microform- after errors in
filing arrangement have been corrected. Meanwhile,
the MARC data base will be considered to be complete
for cataloging purposes and hew entries will be
tailored only to its requirements.

By treating the MARC data base as self-contained, the
Library will be free to undertake ,many desirable
projects to enhance the'quality of the catalog, among
which are alteration of older name headingb that are
inedMpatible with the current rulep, more vigorous
improvement of: subject headings, etc.(4)

t is not yet posy Ail to say whether individual
bibliographic utilities will wish ' to use the network union
catalog as .the file against which all new headings in their
members catalogs will be established. Trade-offs for file
update and heading creation willhave to,be weighed by network
participants in choosing whether to use. the nAtwork authority
file as the institution-specifi& authority f*ZeOr to maintain
sepa ate institution-specific authority, fiie. The effort



required to differentiate certain common names will depend to a
certain extent orthe size of the file into which the new heading
is to be incorporated without conflict with forms established
earlier.

Individuals WhoInterpret=the Rules

To -develop a network authority file cooperatively, it is
likely that some minimum standard of cataloging training would
need to be part of the system operational requirements. A set of
cataloging manuals to promote uniform interpretation_ of-the
network cataloging rules woad appear to be an essentfal_Acol.
The writing of the manual and training would need to be ca-ried
out by the appropriate agencies.
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VII. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FUR THE NATIONAL LIBRARY NETWORK
AUTHORITY FILE

Rela ionshi betweeh Bibli hic and Author- Records

In a paper presented to the Working Party on National
Bibliographic Name Authority Files, Rather rib -erved that:

Established headings must by definition be
distinctive, but it does not follow that they 'are
self-identifying. Uncertainty in relating the form of
a personal name found on a title, page to the
established form is fairly common. Thus, personal
name authority records generally have to 'Jae used in
conjunction with the bibliographic records to which
they apply.

This kind of ambiguity is rare among corporate
headings and is virtually unknown among uniform title
headings and so it is seldom mandatory to examine the,
bi r el at ionships
shown by see-also references must often be clarified
by history notes, and dates, places, and meeting
numbers must:be included in the authority record for
a meeting because the established foeM,consists only
of the basic name.(1)

The concept of "self-identifying" may lso be applied to series
and subject headings.- Series Seadings could probably be.
differentiated frorlCother series without references to the
bibliographic items in the respective series. Occasionally,
however, the scope of a given subject heading could be made more
explicit if it were associated with the bibliographic item to
which it has-been applied.

The significance of the concept of self-identifying
headings for authority file products is that a list of personal
names disassociated from the bibliographic records that carry
those names may be of limited value for some purposes. It may
6ius be worthwLle to investigate whether bibliographic records_
in the network union catalog could provide an acceptable
subStitute for a personal name authority service.

TASK 12

Determine under what conditions personal name
authority records' are necessary for network use and
under what conditions the authoritative form of a
pprsonal 'name can be provided more effectively as a
heading associated with a bibliographic record.
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Survey results from Task 2 concerning the use of authority
services can be used for this task. ,Since Library of Congress
MARC bibliographic records do not contain any cross-reference
information, inquiries should be made of the national libraries
of Australia, Canada, and Great Britain concerning available
surveys on the uses that are made of cross - reference data in

-their respective MAIM record services.

An examination of the Washington State Library statistics
concerning the frequency of use of personal name headings in the
Library. of Congress MARC bibliographic records should be
undertaken, and the implications of twoopossible file
organization approaches -- headings maintained separately from the
bibliographic record and headings maintained, an integral part
of the bibliographic record--should be determined. The
experiences of the WashingtonLibrary Network and the New York
Public Library in this area should be drawn upon.

Currency and File Update

The network authorityLSystem-should-Conist-- -five-major--
subsets: personal names, corporate names (including
conferences), uniform titles, series, and subjects (topical and
geographic). As was-discussed in Section II, name headings in an
authority file serve as a source for already established
headings, as a source of information regarding related references
of established headings, and as a benchmark for establishing new
headings that are compatible with the existing file. A subset
peed not be entirely up-to-date to be useful for the first two
uses when the heading sought is in, the file. An incomplete
authority file for any of the above subsdts, however, would not
be adequate for establishing a new heading or for the above when
the heading sought is contained in the missing part of the file.
Thus while the network authority file ideally should serve all
three functions, an up-to-date file does not necessarily need to
be available to the network participants for it to provide a
useful authorities service. The significance of currency will
prbbably be different for each subset of the authority file
because some subsets will grow more rapidly or be revised more
frequently. The data gathered in Task 18, an investigation into/
the .growth rate. of subsets of authority liles, should be analyzed
for trade-offs with respect to currency.

Establishment of a new heading in the context of a
national library network authority file will require a file that
is current and complete. Since the network authority file'will
not be current and complete to all participants until all
cataloging is condUcted on-line to the national system,
strategies must be _developed to synchronize' the updating of
network and local files. Headings that create conflicts with



others established earlier will have to be revised and the
revision strategies will beconditioned by the medium, that is,
on-line, magnetic tape, microform, or hard copy, and the
timeliness of the service through which they are distributed.

TASK 13

Determine the extent and[ nature of activities that
must be undertaken by centers of responsibility to
maintain a current authority file for a library
network and the type of information and file update
strategies that are . required by bibliographic
utilities to enable them to synchronize their
authority and bibliographtd files with the national
library network union- catalog.: ,. Strategies,
procedures, and facilities should':be' developed to
permit records emanating from disparate input sources
to be added to a-consistent machine-readable national
library network union catalog.

.

Tasks already described will p:''; ide some of the raw data
,

that should be studied further to dedue the type of information
and the file update strategies that are required to synchronize
local and network authority and bibliographic files. Task 2 will
provide information on the use of the authority file. tasks 10,
11, and 12 should provide useful data on 'the type of control
information that might be required to perform the actual updates.
Task 5 will supply much of the needed information on the nature
of the network itself and the functions to be performed by the
respective participants.

t$'

Accets to the Network Authority Files

Ideally, whether the network authority :files are
centralized or distributed, we -defined systems or standardsshould be used for creating the headings, and the standards
selected should be clearly identified in the records.

Access points could consist of entire headings or
abbreviated search keys. If the files are distributed, software
protodols must be carefully formulated and followed. Otherwise,the network users will require a variety of manuals, have to be
conversant with a number of search strategies, and need to
reformulate search requests each time a node in the network using
a nonstandard form of indexing is acceesed; The implications of
employing different types of indexes to access authority-files in
a network need to be studied to determine the most efficientmethod of suppOrting a variety access :strategies.
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TASK 14

The implications of employing various types of indexes
to access authority files' in the national library
-network should be investigated and the most effective
method capable of supporting a variety' of access
strategies should be recommendki for network use.

Indexes being used in operational and planned authority
systems should be examined and their adequacy to support network
access determined. A detailed report on the indexes. required for
the network authority file system should be prepared and
circulated to individuals responsible for the access design in
each of the institutions with planned or operating systems.
Field visits to selected institutions should be undertaken to
ensure that important requirements have not been overlooked and
that there is a consesAs on the indexes that are required to
support effective and.efficient access to the network authority
facilities as well as to the bibliographic and location files.

Access Support mechanism

An authority file is meant to be scanned, since the user
frequently approache6 this file with imprecise information.
Software that enables the user to gain access to a point in the
file most likely to yield a success :La response to a query,
permits scanning of a file in both a forward and backward"
direction,- and uses truncated searc arguments
highly desirable. t.appears to be

Automated systems using abbreviated search Keys as a
search argument and reqUiring an exact match to the argument may
result in a large number of records. Some systems reduce the
nuMber^ of responses thr the use of qualifiers. Others,
however, abort a search i th_ inquiry produces an excessive
number of records and the user is forced to use another search
argument. A more significant probleme that there may be no
useful relatj<ship between the entities retrieved and the search
request. Therefore the ability to gain access to a potentially
successful point in the index should provide better service to
the authority system user.

TASK 15

An effective technique in terms of user protocol and
access strategies that can support query of the
national library authority file indexes using
imprecise search arguments should be developed.
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The access techniques- of the computer -to- computer
connection between the Research Libraries Group and the Library
of Congress should be analyzed in terms of their implications for,
network telecommunications. Recommendations of the
NcLig/National Bureau of Standards Task Force on Computer Network
Protocols at the application level and the results of the Network

,Technical Architecture Group (NTAG) message text study should
also be examined.

Central versus Distributed Data Base

A design aspect open to question is whether the entire
network data base (bibliographic, authority, location) will be
made up of the sum of all the individual data bases, or whether
it will be necessary to halle a master copy of the entire data
base at a central node or at several nodes. This. aspect of the

'design becomes significant when certain facets of the system,
such as printing (hard copy or microform) the National Union
&1192 or the national authority file or maintaining the data
base, are considered.

To design An optimum system, storage versus communication
costs will need to be analyzed. An investigation of these trade-
offs is part of Task 6. To assist in such a study, there must be
realistic mates of traffic leads for the network.

TASK 16

An estimate of traffic loads, that is, the number of
on-line queries, the number of terminal and computer
messages, and the storage requirements, for various
design alternative% must be determined to assist in
the development of an efficient 'data base system
design.

The background data gathered in Tasks 1, 2, 7, B, 10, 11,
12, and 18 should be assembled and correlated with information on
the network configuration derived in Tasks 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, and 16
to produce an estimate of the network traffic load. These
figures would have to be adjusted as the-detailed specifications
Concerning network indexes, access techniques, and quality
control mechanisms are agreed on as proposed in Tasks 14, 15, 17,
and 19. The network model developed as part of Task 5 should be
adjusted as necessary to simulate network performance.

Quality Control.

In an on-line environment the complete up -to -date
authority f,iie should be available, enabling the user to make
immediate decisions 'concerning the uniqueness of.theihuthority
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data. Experience gained at New York Public Library in
,mechanically verifying that a heading has been established raises
the question whether this type of quality control should d end
on human interrogation of an on-line file or should be a ma_hine
function, The New York Public Library authority validation is
restricted to a mechanical determination that a heading is valid
or that a crass-reference is not used as a heading. It cannot
check that the heading selected is appropriate. The New York.,
Public Library authority system demonstrates, however, that at
least the validation and cross-referencing functions of arf,

authority file can be a machine-based operation. If
bibliographic utilities and centers of responsibility develop
similar capabilities, two technical processing functions of an
authority system could becoMe machine-based, thereby freeing a
considerable amount of human effort to the third function of
establishing new headings and resolving conflicts.

TASK 17

The authority file quality control mechanisms
developed and tested at New York Public library should
be examined for their applicability of replication
throughout the national library network as a means of
enhancing the efficient operation of the national
library network data base.

New York Public Library catalogers often do not consult
the subject, authority file to determine whether a particular
Library of Congress subject heading has been established by their
library. This task is.relegated to the quality checks performed
by computer programs. This function became machine-based after
the New York Public Library subject authority file reached a
certain size. It may be significant that preliminary analysis at
the New York Public Library indicates that the rate of growth of
subject and -name authority files is fairly independent of
collection size and that the rate of growth tapers off after a
certain point.

TASK 18

The rate of growth of subsets of the national library
network authority file relative to the' number of
bibliographic records in the national library network
union catalog should be analyzed and the implications
for mechanical quality control and record distribution
determined.

The Library of Congress MARC data base of existing records
should be divided into segments based on the year in which each
record was created. Using automated techniques, the headings in



the MARC records coin -ring each annual segment would be compared
against a cumulating ile of headings created from MARC records
for earlier years. Each authority file subset, that is, personal
name, corporate name, conference name, unif-rm title, and subject
headidg, would be analyzed for the rate of growth and record
distribution implications.

The basic software for analysis of file growth may exist
in institutions that have develOped automated authority syltems.
Washington Library Network and New York Public Library, .for
example, may be able to perform the requisite type- of analysis.
Locally prOduced MARC records might also be subjected to a
similar process, anycompared to the growth rate for the Library
of Congress headingo. Studies made by the former Library of
Congress Technic_l Processes Research Office should be analyzed
to determine ho much of this information already exists.

Off -line Access Considerations

A magnetic. tape service emanating from the network union
catalog and similar to.. the announced Library of Congress MARC
authorities: :distribution service might be provided for the
national "flibraty network. Likewise, a system, can be
conceptualized whereby 1) headings are submitted by network
participants to the network authority file via magpetic tape, and
the file is 'Maintained by a central node and requests for
authotities are submitted by network participants' to a central°
node and the reSponse6 to such requests distributed via magnetic
tape. In both instances, the system is assumed to be a batch
system.

The theoretical limitations imposed by such an off-line
system Are significant and should be documente d to provide a
contrast with counterpart consideratiops inherent 'in On-line
access.

TASK 19

Determine the implications for access and quality
control inherent in off-line access to the national
library network authority file.

REFERENCE
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VIII. THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AND NATIONAL LIBRARY
COORDINATING RESPONSIBILITIES

An information brochure prepared by the Library of
Congress in 1977 provides an overview of the functions and
-organization of the Processing .Department. Some of the major
responsibilities described include:

_,....,

"Cataloging, Claporfication, and Preparation of
Materials for Use. Developing and maintaining rules
of cataloging, subject headings, and the Library of
Cones and Dewey Decimal schemes of classification;
eating, classifying and otherwise preparing the
pdSlications which are acquired for use by the
Congress, federal agencies, and the general public.

"Bibliographic Control. ProViding information on
materials in process or previously cataloged by

maintaining'and'searching the Process Information File
and the Serial Record, general public card catalogs,
the Official Catalog, specialized -rd ca=ta=logs-,-

the MARC data base.

"Production and Distribution of Cataloging
Information. Producing and distributing through the
self-supporting Cataloging'. Distribution Service
cataloging data in the form of MARC tapes,
proofsheets, technical publications, the book catalogs
which contribute to the American national
bibliography, and printed catalog cards to
subscribers.

"Automation of Bibliographic Control. Developing and
implementing systems for creating and using cataloging
data in machine-readable form for the Library and its
community of users; contributing to the development of
a computerized national bibliographic network through
formulation of standards,- distribution of name and
subject authority data, and management of cooperative
projects intended to build a national data base in
machine-readable form.

"Research in Technical Processe's
in cataloging, classification,
library documentary materials,
prooesses."(1)

It is-clear-.from this
Congress is already performing a
deemed 'appropriare,ohy the Ne

Conducting research
subject analysis of
and related technical

tatement that the Library of
number of national library tasks
work Adviaory Group for such a
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center. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the existing Library of
Congress automated system and the modules that will become
operational be.tween 1977-19800(2)

Since the planning of these services and systems predates,
the concept of a formal nationwide library network, it appears
that the role-of the Library of Congress in the future network
and its ability to perform that role will be compromised if these
services and systeMs do not harmonize with the library services
and systems envisioned by potential participants in the emerging
national library network. Two investigationse referred to as the
Buckland study (3) and the Research Libraries Group/Library of
Congress (RLG/LC) experiment (4), are currently being conducted
for and with the Library of Congress to ensure the identification
and development of the appropriate bibliographic building blocks
for the emerging national library system. The Buckland study was
designed to produce among other things: a) a statement of de
role of the Library of Congress in the evolving national
information program over the next five to seven years, showing in
priority order the steps that it will need to take to fulfill
that 'tble, t9- -a -summary-of-the-status-and-plans-of major V.S.
library and network systems including their basic characteristics
and network experiences to date, c) based on the above, a
'statement of what appears to be theJmajor missing components
requiring implementation to .assure progress in network
development.

-Phase one of the RLG/LC experiment will considelthe
possibility that a single Library of Congress MARC file can be
maintained at the Library of Congress with each OU:the regional
systems keeping only the portions that they actually meed. The
iteaearcl Libraries _Group- endm-the--Library--ef--Congi6ss will
evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of accessing the
Library of Congress MARC master file on-line- the
Research Libraries Group machine-readable data base. The
Research Libraries Group will use the cOmputer at the New York
Public Library to request .records from the Library of Congress
MARC file, and the desired record will be transmitted directly
fromthe Library of Congress computer to the New York Public
Library computer.

William J. Welsh, The Deputy Librarian of Congress, in a
recent presentation to the IFLA General Council entitled "The
Future of the Catalog," stated that:

By 1980, the Libiary plans to have all of its current
cataloging in MARC form. In addition, it is
anticipated that all the authority_structure for the
names and subjects used in the bibliographic records
in machine-readable form will also be in the data
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base. This system will wovide
performing, the cataloging process
essence, then, the file becomes
will all of its inter-
structures.(5)

the capability of
at the terminal; in

an on-line catalog
and intra- related

- The Library of Congress authority file and System must
meet the requirements of the "catalog of the future," a catalog
that will have to fulfill the needs of an emerging national
library network. These requirements can be better provided for
if representatives from the agencies likely to participate in the
emerging national library network make available to the Library
of Congress their individual requirements and plans and
reasonable estimates of the types and volumes of transactions
each expects to impose' on the network. There must be some
understanding in the Network Advisory Group on sharing
responsibilities, but the initial group of participants must be
identified before detailed design of the automated national
authority file systeM can begin. The -ptocess of network
definition and authority system design must be an iterative one.,

that is, the system capabilities should be refined, as the
national library network requirements become clearer, and the
network requirements adjusted as the authority file system is
made more explicit.

It is essential that the Network Development Office of the
Library of Congress coordinate the definition of stated
requirements and configuration of the national library network
with the design specifications of the national library network
authority file to ensure that the authority system will meet the.
evolving requirements of the network.
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TASK 1

TASK '2

T-

'TASK 4

A study should be made to determine the number of
discrete library rules and standards in. use in

libraries in, the United States and the extent to which
these rules and standards have to be accommodated.' in
the national library network authority fil(s) and
System*.

A study should be made to determine the use of
authority files, by individual institutions and the
aourbee from which :these 'files are derived. In
particular, the studyshoold determine theAmes_that
individual libraries make of Name Heading__ with
References and .of Library of Congress-'alt2dtEt
Headings, in its various.formats, and the strengths
andweaknesses of each service and its formates). The,
use of the Nat 1 Union Catalog and the Subject.
Catalog as a source c authority information shOUld
also be determined.-

The task's ascribed by the work Advisory Group to a
network coordinating agency, namely,) 1) design. the
technical network configuration, 2) determine the
legal and organizational structure of the library
bibliographic component, and 3) specify the
configuration of the national data base(s), should be
analyzed for their implications for the design of the
national, library network authority file.

A study should be made of the methods by which the
national library netwbrk could provide access to the
records that comprise -the national library network
data store and of methods for selecting records from
the data store to be upgraded to network data base
status., The categories of headings in records in. this
file that might usefully be incorporated into the



TAS;k 5

TASK 6

TASK 7

TASK 8

national library network authority file should ,be
determined. The empornics 9f building the indexes to
access the data store and of transferring records from
the data Store to the network data base should be
considered.

The quadraplanar data structure, developed 'at the
University of Chicago and implemented by the
Washington Library work, should 'be .carefully
evaluated as a data base design model for

utiid.national library networkcentralized or a dist
data base.

-Veterrnine the-trade-offs in communications costs,
'storage costs,' accessibility to data, software and
hardware requirements, etc., implied by a -distributed
data base design versus a centralized data base design
for the nationallibrary network union cataliag.

A, study should be made of_ the efforts currently being
exerted to integrate reports into the 'National Union
Cat g-122 to determine how these can be facilitated by
an automated authority control system. The number of
reports currently contributed should be used to
project tfrie number' of potential reports to the,
natiOnal Library network union catalog.

betermine the consequences from the lack of both
bibliographic _ records and location . data of
representing only prospective cataloging in the
national library network union catalog, and assesSthe
effect that such a policy might have on the national
library network data base design and on plans for
retroWmotive conversion of existing library catalcgs.



TASK 9

TASK 10,

TASK 11

further must be undertaken by the b a y,, of
Congress to accommodate series in either the b blio-
graphic format,or the authorities format.

Differences inkthe application, interpretation, etc.,
of AACR 2 should be analyZed tO determine which
problems can be eliminated by common agreements on
rule interpretation, uniform chdce of AACR 2 rule
options, and authority file and system 'override of
variant headings. The results of this analysis should
be used in _eadesign of the national library network
data base.

The difficulties in defining and coding headings that
may or may not conform with the guidelines established
for Library of Congress Subject Headirle'shOOld'be
analyzed for. their implications for decenttalioed
input to a network authority file where consistency
mustbe Maintained. General guidelines should be
,developed fol creating . and applying Library of
,Congress sub3ect heading's in a network context.
Existing capabilities for identifying Library of
Congress subject headings and other system headings
Should be evaluated aid extended, if necessary,
in the MARC authorities format and in: MARC biblio-
graphic records-.

TASK 12

TASK 13

mine under what conditions personal me
aut city records are necessary for network use and
unde_ what conditions the authoritative form of a
personal name can be provided, more effectively as a
heading associated with a bibliographic record.

Determine the extent and nature of activities that
ust be undertaken by centers of responsibility o
ntain a current authority file for a library
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network and the type of information and file update
strategies; that , are required by bibliographic
utilities to enable them to synchronize their
authority and bibliographic files with the national
library network union .catalog. Strategies,
Procedures,,, and facilities .:should be developed to
Permit records emanating from disparate inpOt sources
to be added to a consistent machine-readable national
library network union catalog.

The implications of employing various types of indexes
to access authority files ,: in the national library
network should beinvestigatbd and the most effective
method capable, of supporting a variety of access
strategies should be recOMmended_for_network use.

WIC .25

TASK 16

TASK 17

inn effective technique in terms of user prokpcol and
access strategies that can support query of the

tional , library authority file indexes using
imprecide search arguments should be developed.

An estimate of traffic loads, that is, the number pfonline queri_es the 'number.,of terminal and computer
messages,. and the'slorage requirements, for various
design alternatives must be determined to assist in
the developMent of: an 'efficient data base, system
design.

The authority file :quality control mechanisms
developed and tested at:NeW YorkPublic.Libraryshould

1(

be examined fot a,their' pplicability 'of replication
throughout th national libraty network as a means of
enhancing the efficient operation of the national
library network data:baSe
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The rate of growth of subsets of the national 'library
network authority file relative to the numberS-of
bibliographic records in the national library network
union catalog should be analyzed and the implitations
for mechanical quality control and record distribution
deterMined.-

Determine the implication for toes and quality
control inherent in Off-line cess to tte national
library, network authority filel.



ABB ITIATI0

AACR Anjo-American Cataloging kules 1967)

AACR_ 2 Anglo-American Cataloguillg Rules, 7d ed. {forthcoming)

Cataloging in Publication

COMARC 'Cooperative MARC

.IFLA Internatibnal Federation -ot Library 'A sociAtions and
Institutions

LC -Library of Congress

LC MARC MARC records created by the Library of Congress

LCSH Library of Cones Subject Rea 122t1,

MARC

MESH

NCLIS

Machine-readable cataloging

Medical Subject Headings

National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science

N'LINET New England Library Informati Network

-Research Libraries Group,

SO UNIT Southeastern Library Network
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